xii	ECONOMIC HISTORY
Emerge** England possessed a complex society, which functioned in an
e- increasing measure under business leadership and bore many
^ ^ hall-marks of a capitalist system. The entrepreneur had
emerged as the outstanding figure, and his activities were writ
large over the whole field of economic endeavour, alike in the
staple industries of the realm (cloth, coal and iron), in over-
sea trade and in the domain of public policy.    His influence
gradually permeated every branch of the national economy.
The mediaeval fabric was profoundly modified in order to
afford scope for his enterprise : the chartered boroughs were
forced to surrender their monopolistic claims so that he might
draw upon cheaper supplies of labour in rural areas :   the
official regulation of industry was discredited by the steady
advance of laissez-faire principles.   The entrepreneur was the
powerful dissolvent of a communal regime which had been
organized on the basis of craft gilds and village courts : he
was equally the architect of the new England which rose
upon the ruins of the old order.   For good or evil it was the
forces of individualism which marked out the path of pro-
gress, and won for this country the distinctive status which
it enjoyed long before the nineteenth century.   When the
steam engine was harnessed to industry and transport it
found an environment prepared for its reception—above all,
a class of entrepreneurs accustomed to large-scale production,
the handling of labour, the utilization of credit instruments,
the dependence on imported materials and the requirements
of distant and varied markets.   The' Industrial Revolution '
came.fii;st,to England primarily x because she already had a
rich and diversified economic life, and—more than any other
nation—had developed her industrial, commercial and bank-
ing institutions on lines which facilitated an extensive outlay
on machinery and buildings.   In short, the inventions were
not the product of a primitive community absorbed in
agricultural pursuits, but the mature achievement of an
advanced community in which industry and commerce had
become fruitful sources of wealth.   If we destroy the legend
that the inventions abruptly revolutionized the character
and structure of English society, we can at least put in
1 For the causes of the ' Industrial Revolution', see infra, pp. cxxxix, $eg,

